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About Oceanside

The city of Oceanside is located inside San Diego County in Southern California. Ranked as 
the third largest city in the county, Oceanside covers 42 square miles of land on the Pacific 
Coast. Originally known as a popular beach town, Oceanside has since grown to become a 
flourishing city full of both beach life and city life. While tourists can be found visiting year 
round, Oceanside has more to offer to those looking to plant their roots somewhere.

As one of the top employers, the city of Oceanside needs a versatile and consistent fleet 
management software to maintain proper running order between the police, lifeguards, fire 
department and many other sectors.

The Problem
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Case Study

Oceanside fleet management found that tracking vehicle replacements and 
equipment costs were not as streamlined as the city desired. So, they looked 
outward for a better way to manage their fleets across all of Oceanside’s divi-
sions. Once they found FASTER, the challenges in front of them had disap-
peared due to FASTER Web’s immediate and successful impact on their fleets.
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Beyond a better general tracking system, Oceanside searched for a flexible software that not only 
simplified their processes, but accurately represented data. Maintaining a user friendly experience 
that employees could gravitate towards was a key factor in the hunt for new software. Throughout 
the search process, it became clear that FASTER Web would outperform every competitor.

The city of Oceanside chose FASTER Web as their premier fleet management software because 
it is a far superior product. The true brilliance of FASTER lies in its ability to remain manageable 
to both management and employees. This allows the entire company to stay on the same page 
at all times. Implementing FASTER Web was simple and hassle free. For Oceanside, the most 
attractive aspects of FASTER included customer support and their impressive product line. 
These important qualities combined with FASTER WEB’s superb functionality played a large part 
in Oceanside’s decision.
 

The Search for a Solution

The Solution
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When managing an entire fleet, accurate data input is vital to success. The FASTER Web 
system reinforces that importance and makes it a priority across every fleet. FASTER has a 
reputation for great customer service and relations because they want their product to 
thrive beyond the first day of service. The City of Oceanside hoped to gain improvement 
across their fleet management system when they chose FASTER. FASTER Web delivered 
that through data accuracy, technician accountability and improved internal customer rela-
tions. 

FASTER Web increases the efficiency of entire fleets. Instead of following a long list of steps 
to reach a goal, FASTER Web allows them to reach that goal in only a couple of steps. This 
saves Oceanside countless hours and dollars. Wasted time is detrimental to any company, 
but with FASTER Web, no time is wasted.
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